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Abstra t
Linguisti semanti ists who think their dis ipline an empiri al s ien e, will not mainly
be on erned with either language theory, formal logi s or mathemati s, but with the
study of meaning as it is onstituted in spoken or written texts used in the pro ess
of ommuni ation. Rather than fo ussing on the tion of an 'ideal' speaker or the
formal rules of an abstra t and mere theoreti al language usage, their linguisti point
of view implies that they are mu h more interested in the analysis and des ription of
natural language regularities that real speakers/hearers follow and/or establish when
they intera t verbally by means of texts in order to ommuni ate.
For any des ription of natural language meaning, however, we are in need of a
formally adequate representation to depi t semanti phenomena, and for any anlysis
of natural language meaning we need methods and pro edures whi h are empiri ally
adequate. Both, the postulates of formal and empiri al adequa y will have to be met by
a theory of ommuni ative semanti s that { other than word { or senten e-semanti s {
is omprehensive and satisfa tory. Su h a theory does not exist. But it seems that the
on ept of 'fuzzy' sets may prove to serve as a formally and numeri ally exible link
to onne t the two main, seemingly divergent lines of resear h in modern semanti s so
far: namely; the more it theoreti ally oriented algebrai models of what logi ians feel an
'ideal' speaker should, or would, do when he produ es meaningful senten es and the more
empiri ally oriented methods and quantitative pro edures of experimental semanti ists
who try to nd out what real speakers a tually do when for ommuni ative purposes
they produ e texts and/or try to understand them. As 'fuzzy' theory introdu ed by
Zadeh (1965) has in the meantime been developed to an in reasingly su essful formal
approa h of even wider s ope than semanti s, it seems t to bridge the gap between an
abstra t model of, and its appli ation to, vagueness of natural language meaning.
It is assumed that the stru tural meaning of lexi al item (word, lexeme, stem, et .)
{ as distin t from its referential meaning { may be omputed from sets of natural language texts a ording to the use the speakers/hearers make of an item when produ ing
utteran es in order to intera t verbally. When spoken or written by real ommuni ators
in suÆ iently similar pragmati al situations of a tually performed or at least intended ommuni ation alled frames, these natural language utteran es, senten es, strings,
texts, et . will be onsidered 'pragmati ally homogeneous'. The hypothesis now is that
in a suÆ iently large sample of pragmati ally homogeneous texts, alled orpus, only a
restri ted vo abulary, i.e. a limited number of lexi al items will be used by the ommuniators however omprehensive their performative vo abularies in general might be. The
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lexi al items employed in those texts will be distributed over the orpus a ording to
their ommuni ative properties, onstituting ertain regularities whi h may be dete ted
empiri ally by means of a modi ed orrelation-measure, allowing to ompute the relational interdependen y of any two lexi al items from their textual frequen ies (Spar k
Jones/Kay 1973). Those items whi h frequently o ur (or do not o ur) t o g e t h e r in
a number of texts will positively be orrelated and hen e alled 'aÆned', those of whi h
only one (but not the other ) frequently o urs in a number of texts will negatively be
orrelated and hen e alled 'repugnant'. For a limited number of lexi al items in a orpus restri ted pragmati ally be the frame of ommuni ation, it has been shown elsewhere
(Rieger 1976a; b; 1977a; b) that degrees of word-repugnan y and word-aÆnity { indiated by numeri values ranging from -1 to +1 and as ertained without re urring to an
investigator's or his proband's knowledge of language ( ompeten e), but solely from the
textual regularities (performan e) observed { may be used to depi t usage regularities
within an ontinuum, alled orpus-spa e, the elements of whi h are alled orpus-points,
ea h representing a lexi al items's usage regularity. Di eren es in usage, resulting in different positions o upied by the orpus-points on erned within the orpus-spa e, may
be al ulated by a distan e-measure, the values of whi h are real, non-negative numbers.
These may be interpreted in two ways: (1) the distan es between any one orpus-point
and all the others are onsidered as oordinates whi h will de ne a so- alled meaningpoint as an element of a new spa e, alled semanti -spa e; (2) the distan es between any
one orpus-point and all the others are interpreted as membership-grades whi h allow
the di eren es of a lexi al item's usage regularities to be employed in order to represent
its meaning by a fuzzy subset of the vo abulary. Both these interpretations onverge,
however, on the notion of the meaning of meaning being a frame- or orpus-dependent
fun tion whi h maps a lexi al item onto the vo abulary by means of all the di eren es
of all the regularities observed a ording to the usage the lexi al item is made of by the
speakers/writers within the orpus of that parti ular frame. The lexi al stru ture thus
onstituted and empiri ally dete ted my formally be modelled as a system, i.e. a set of
'fuzzy' sets ea h of whi h is a mapping of lexi al item's meaning with the vo abulary
serving as its ( omponentially extended) des riptor set.
The theory of fuzzy sets now provides some basi de nitions (equality, similarity,
ontainment) and operations ( omplementation, union, interse tion) whi h in this model
of the semanti -spa e are employed to spe ify some basi semanti relation like synonymy, partial synonymy, hyponymy et . senten e-independently; operations like negation,
adjun tion and onjun tion, allow new lexi al meanings (fuzzy sets) to be generated from
the nite set of those already determined empiri ally within the lexi al stru ture.
From omputation of a orpus of the 19th and 20th Century German students'
poetry ( omprising of some 3000 texts and a vo abulary of 300 lemmatized types/96000
tokens) some examples will be given to illustrate that fuzzy sets theory allows vague
lexi al meanings of words to be represented in pre ise terms. The vagaries of a tual
word usage by individuals, so ial groups, pragmati frames, or else, do not even need
to be redu ed on a stri t binary determinateness, but rather be ome the empiri al basis
for any stru tural meaning's representation in a system whi h depi ts the (semanti )
regularities followed and/or established by real ommuni ators and onsequently are
omputable from (individually, so iologi ally, pragmati ally, or else determined) sets of
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natural language texts.
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